Given a topological space X and a complete lattice L, we study the space of L-
one may consider the complete sup-lattice P L (X) = O(X)? L of maps : O(X) ! L preserving suprema (= possibility measures), which results in another functor P L ( ) from TOP to SUP. We show that these functors are equivalent for two restrictions. First, we leave SUP unchanged and restrict TOP-L to CONT, the category of continuous domains in their Scott-topology; second, we x TOP but restrict L to co-continuous lattices. Conversely, if F L (X) and P L (X) are isomorphic for all topological spaces X then L is indeed co-continuous. Further, if X is a sober space and F L (X) and P L (X) are isomorphic for all complete lattices L then X is a continuous domain and its topology is the Scott-topology. Possibility measures have extensions to the upper powerdomain X , or to the full power set P(X), which are de ned similarly to outer measures. Utilizing the notion of sup-semirings, we employ such extensions and the isomorphism F L (X) = P L (X) to show that the sup-primes of P L (X) are exactly scalar multiples of point valuations with sup-primes as scalars for an underlying sober space X. Combining this with classical results in the theory of continuous lattices, we restate the notion of cones in our setting and show that the space of possibility measures P L (X) of a continuous domain X is the free L-module over X for the sup-semiring L = 0; 1].
Introduction
The formal semantics of programming languages, be it in an axiomatic, operational, or denotational setting, was at its outset mainly concerned with studying languages endowed with discrete data types like booleans, integers, strings, and list structures 31]. In recent years, however, Domain Theory 2] seems to have reached a level of maturity, that allows more challenging data types. One prominent such development has been the extensive work on the semantics of (exact) real number computation 8] and integration 6].
The theory of integration, of course, is based upon the notion of measures (see for example 11] ). Traditionally, a measure is de ned on a -algebra of sets. The set-theoretic operations of such algebras, set complement, for example, cannot be easily reconciled with topological notions. The usual approach is to take the set of opens O(X) of a topological space and generate its -algebra (the Borel algebra) as the domain of de nition for measures on X. . Alas, the latter do not form a cartesian closed category of continuous domains, but Lawsoncompactness is pretty close to being an FS-domain 2]. Hence, the cartesian closed category of FS-domains is a respectable candidate for being closed under V D . This is the subject of ongoing work.
There are other important areas of theoretical computer science, where seman-tics re ects quantitative information. Probabilistic frameworks for programming languages extended with parallel composition 30], stochastic process algebras in systems design and performance evaluation 10, 15] , or probabilistic versions of temporal logics (see for example 12] ) have such a focus on quantitative behavior. One natural underlying model for process algebra terms or temporal (branching time) logics are labeled transition systems (Q; ) over some set of action types Act, where Q is a set of states and Q Act Q the set of labeled transitions modeling state changes (see e.g. 26, 7] ); for convenience we write q ! a q 0 instead of (q; a; q 0 ) 2 . The probabilistic aspect can then be modeled along a variety of dimensions. We focus on generative systems for the purpose of illustration. For such models we additionally have a probability distribution assigned to every set T q = f(q; a; q 0 ) j a 2 Act; q ! a q 0 g (q 2 Q):
All this information may be represented in the graph of the underlying labeled transition system. The gure below contains an example of such a probabilistic transition system, which models a fair coin state swap (Q = fp; qg and Act = fa; bg): We may view such models, and related ones, as discrete random processes, where, given some initial state q 0 , one probabilistically draws a transition q 0 ! a 0 q 1 from T q 0 according to the distribution to end up in state q 1 , where one draws a transition q 1 ! a 1 q 2 from T q 1 and so on. For such a process there are at least two principal questions one might want to ask. #1: Assuming a certain probability distribution on states at t = 0 and given some discrete point of time t 0 , which could be 1, what is the probability to be in state q at time t 0 ? #2: Given a certain property of some speci cation language, suitable for the system at hand, and given a state q, what are the possibilities for to hold in state q at time t 0 ?
Fixing t 0 for the moment we expect that the answer to question #1 is going to be a probability distribution on the set of states, i.e. The two points of view, state-based (question #1) versus action-based (question #2) semantics, each are of interest in their own right. But often one wants to combine such semantic insights. For example, a term of a stochastic process algebra might give rise to a steady-state probability distribution and a function f which associates to each state a quantity re ecting the use of some resource. By means of integrating f with respect to one obtains the average utilization of the resource being considered.
The main objective of this paper is to develop the notion of quantitative predicates in a topological setting that encompasses that of continuous domains, and to provide a dual view of such quantitative predicates as possibility measures on the lattice of opens.
Such an abstraction may be compared with the generalization of concrete domains S ! values ? to general function spaces of domains D ! E] 29, 31] . One of the fundamental insights of our work is that, given a topological space X, the order dual of the space of meanings for possibilities X ! 0; 1]], denoted as F 0;1] (X), is isomorphic to a powerdomain of possibility measures O(X)? 0; 1], denoted as P 0;1] (X). Elements of P 0;1] (X) correspond to continuous valuations in the sense that`+' is being replaced by`_' in their modular law. This also shows a clear connection between possibility measures and continuous, fuzzy sets 33].
In fact, we prove this result not just for 0; 1] but for all co-continuous complete lattices L. It turns out that this isomorphism extends to a correspondence of functors as well. However, the actual duality at hand is (1) ). Note that the duality presented in this paper is therefore based on the equivalence of two representations as complete lattices. This is in contrast to, say, the usual Stone duality, where objects can be seen as spatial frames (certain complete lattices) or sober spaces (certain topological spaces).
We use the isomorphism between F L (X) and P L (X) to characterize the sup- 
for all opens U and V . If we interpret addition in this equation in a fuzzy way as supremum, then, noting that is monotone, this modi ed modular law
reduces to a new modular law
Since preserves suprema, we infer that it actually satis es the modular law in (2) . In summary, sup-maps : O(X) ! 0; 1] are characterized as strict Scott-continuous functions which satisfy the usual modular law, where addition`+' is interpreted as supremum`_'. Convention. For the remainder of this paper we talk about order, suprema, in ma, lower and upper sets with respect to L whenever we consider the range of possibility functions or measures, unless stated otherwise. 
are well-de ned, monotone, and order-inverses of each other. In particular, the partial order F L (X) is a complete lattice.
, the function f preserves all suprema by the general associativity of suprema:
Therefore is well-de ned as a set-theoretic map. To see that is actually monotone, note that the order in F L (X) is the pointwise one, for we reverse the
Next, we show that is well-de ned and monotone. Given 2 P L (X) we need to show that f, de We still need to show that these two maps compose to the respective identities. To establish the reverse inequality, we use the fact that the in mum V U2Fx U is ltered and that L op is continuous. We write l 0 l for l and l 0 in L if l is waybelow l 0 in the lattice L op ; recall that x is way-below y in a dcpo D (usually written as x y) means that for all directed sets A with y W A we have x a for some a 2 A. Since PROOF. We focus only on the two reverse inequalities of the previous proof.
First, to show it su ces to show (*x) (*x) for all x 2 X since both maps preserve suprema and the sets of the form *x = fy 2 X j x yg form a basis of the Scott-topology O(X). Interpolating in X we have *x = S y2*x *y, so it su ces to show (*y) (*x) for all y 2 *x since preserves suprema. But for any z y in X we have *y *z and so (*y) V z2*y (*z) for all y 2 *x which gives us (*y) (*x) as desired (since X is continuous it su ces to consider only opens of the form *z in the in mum de ning ). 
Characterizing Continuity
It is not accidental that the isomorphism between possibility distributions and possibility measures re ects a certain tradeo : assuming that the complete lattice L op is continuous, we had no restrictions on the topological space X; conversely, assuming that O(X) is the Scott-topology of a continuous domain X, we had no restrictions on the complete lattice L in securing the isomorphism above.
In this section we demonstrate that the condition of L op being continuous is as general as it could be. However, we can slightly weaken the assumption that O(X) be the Scott-topology of a continuous domain X. Theorem 5 Let L be a complete lattice. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The lattice L op is continuous. (2) The lattices F L (X) and P L (X) are isomorphic via and for all topological spaces X.
for all topological spaces X. PROOF. We already showed that (1) implies (2) . The implication chain (2))(3))(4))(5))(6) consists entirely of restrictions. To show (6) Thus, we cannot expect to extend this isomorphism to a larger class of complete lattices, unless we make restrictions on the class of topological spaces X. The resulting class of spaces turns out to be slightly larger than the one of continuous domains.
De nition 6 Given a topological space X, we call it a continuous space if for all O 
where "y is the set of all x with x y in the specialization order and A o the interior of a set A. Note that every continuous domain is a continuous space. This is also the case for any preorder in its Alexandro topology. In fact, for sober spaces the notions of continuous space and continuous domain coincide:
Proposition 7 For a topological space X the following are equivalent:
(1) The specialization order on X makes X into a dcpo such that all opens of X are Scott-open, and X is a continuous space. (2) X is a continuous sober space. (3) X is a continuous domain and its topology is the Scott-topology. Continuous spaces turn out to be exactly those topological spaces X which make P L (X) and F L (X) isomorphic for all complete lattices L.
Theorem 8 Let X be a topological space. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) The topological space X is continuous. (2) The lattices F L (X) and P L (X) are isomorphic via and for all complete lattices L.
for all complete lattices L.
for all frames L. PROOF. The proof of (1))(2) proceeds as in the previous section. One only has to replace x y by y 2 ("x) o ; the set fy 2 X j y 2 ("x) o g is directed with respect to the specialization order since X is assumed to be a continuous space. As before, it remains to show (6))(1). Now (6) reads as 
Example
Here is an example where the isomorphism above does not hold. Take X to be the space 0; 1] in its Hausdor /Interval-topology. Let L be the frame of opens of X. Note that the latter is a continuous lattice since X is locally compact. However, the isomorphism cannot hold since X would then be a continuous space, i.e. a continuous domain as X is sober. Therefore it is neither necessary nor su cient to assume that L be continuous. Our results also imply that the lattice L op is not continuous.
The Ambient Categories
We de ned a space of possibility distributions F L (X) and a space of possibility measures P L (X) for every topological space X. These de nitions extend to functors in a natural way.
De nition 9 Given a complete lattice L, we extend F L ( ) and P L ( ) to functors.
Let TOP-L be the full subcategory of TOP of all topological spaces X such that 7 Naturality of the Isomorphisms
We showed that the objects F L (X) and P L (X) are isomorphic whenever X is a continuous space or L op a continuous lattice. These results extend to morphisms as well. Given a complete lattice L, we parameterize the maps and with X. Given a continuous function f: X ! Y we need to show that F L (f) and P L (f) correspond via the isomorphisms for X and Y . Thus, we need to show the commuting diagrams
Since and are inverses of each other for X and Y , it su ces to show
Since lower adjoints are unique, we are done if Y P L (f) X is a lower adjoint off, i.e. we need to show
Using the fact that X and X are inverses of each other, we may rewrite the rst inequality asf
for all 2 P L (X). Recalling the de nitions off and P L (f) the latter is equivalent to
Since this is an inequality in F L (X) this is equivalent to
for all x 2 L, where` ' is taken in L. But this always holds since
Unwinding the meaning of the second inequality
we may similarly rewrite this as
Y g for all g 2 F L (Y ). Applying the de nitions off and P L (f) this rewrites to X (g f) f ?1 Y g, which is an inequality in P L (Y ). Thus, it is equivalent to
, where the` ' refers to the order in L. The latter inequality is satis ed since
Theorem 11 Let 
from which we obtain the desired Scott-continuity. 2
It is not the case that these maps preserve binary suprema in general. Similarly to sup-semirings L, we can de ne left L-modules in two equivalent ways. We prefer to work with the shorter version based on complete lattices.
De nition 15 Given a sup-semiring (L; L ; 1 L ), we de ne a left L-module nite suprema of sup-primes. This is so since every element in a completely distributive lattice is the supremum of sup-primes way-below it 9, Chapter 1, Theorem 3.15] (recall that p is a sup-prime in a lattice L if for all nite sets F L the relation p _F in L implies p x for some x 2 F; for F = ; this implies that p cannot be 0 L ).
Thus, it is important to characterize sup-primes in P L (X). We do this under the weaker assumptions that X be a sober space and L be co-continuous.
De nition 16 Let (L; L ; 1) be a sup-semiring. We make P L (X) into a left L-module via: Second, let be a sup-prime in P L (X). Consider
We claim that F is a completely prime lter in O(X). Since is monotone we see that F is an upper set in O(X).
In the previous section (Proposition 12) we saw that extends to a map shows that O 2 F for some O 2 O. Thus, F is a completely prime lter. Since X is sober we know that there exists a unique x 2 X such that F = F x . Thus, (U) = 0 L for all U not containing x. Yet, for any open O 2 F x we have (O) > 0 L . As before we may reason that
Since is a sup-prime in P L (X) we must have = XnO To see that (X) is a sup-prime in L, let (X) l _ k in L. Then = (X) x l x _ k x follows. Since is a sup-prime in P L (X) we obtain l x without loss of generality.
One can easily adapt the proof above to show the corresponding result, where we replace`sup-prime' with`sup-irreducible'. It should be clear that these results also characterize`inf-primes' and`inf-irreducible' elements in X ! PROOF. Using 
The last proof did not require that D or E be continuous. Note also that the local continuity of these functors allows us to solve domain equations with the standard machinery of locally continuous functors 2]. 
( )
The case = 1 follows from < 1 by the continuity of the operations. 2
We may use the property off above to show thatf PROOF. By Lemma 25 we have y x for all < 1 and y x. 
PROOF. It remains to verify uniqueness off andf( + ) =f( ) +f( ).
The latter is just saying thatf preserves binary suprema (and therefore all suprema). Sincef is monotone, it su ces to provef( _ ) f ( ) _f( ). 
As for uniqueness, let g: 14 Embedding
The preserves suprema (the set of step functions way-below is not directed in general) this shows that simple possibility measures form indeed a basis; the embedding of P L (X) into O(X) ! L] re ects the way-below relation, so each l x with x 2 X n V is way-below in P L (X).
Related Work
The rst author initially studied valuations in a topological setting 14]. In loc. cit. one nds an investigation of several spaces of valuations, their universal properties and a simple new de nition of the integral of a real-valued function with respect to a valuation. In 13], real-valued valuations were replaced by three-valued`abstract' valuations. The space of abstract valuations provides a novel representation of the Plotkin powerdomain of a continuous domain and the Vietoris hyperspace of a Hausdor space.
Theorem 28 already had a proof in 18]; however, it was phrased using the algebraically cumbersome notion of sup-cones and its proof had to rely oǹ hand-made' order-theoretic techniques since in loc. cit. it was not known that every sup-prime in P L (X) is a scalar multiple of a point valuation (Theorem 19).
We should also mention Jan Rutten's work on generalized metric spaces 3]
and Philipp S underhauf's work on quantitative V-powerdomains 32]. The framework of sup-semirings employed in this article does have its shortcomings. For example, if one wants to transfer the initiality proof for P 0;1] (X), Theorem 28, to P 0;1] (X) one notices that this argument breaks down in two places: the proofs of Lemma 23 and 24 needed fractions which might not be de ned in 0; 1]. From a rigorous mathematical perspective this defect warrants a careful analysis of such arguments in order to nd suitable abstractions thereof. In particular, the universal property could be expressible and provable without having to resort to the additional structure of module operations. Intuitively, one would expect P L (X) to be universal over the pair X L where the universality should impose continuity in X and the lattice operation of suprema in L.
